FORMER LOCAL BOY IS ARRESTED AT GARDINER

Walter Morgan, Twice Before Grand Jury, Now Faces Another Theft Charge

Walter Morgan, formerly of the town who has since apparently moved away, has been arrested on a charge of grand theft in the Gardner Police Department.

The incident began when Morgan, who is well known for his previous arrests, was seen by a patrol officer in a area known for petty theft.

The officer approached Morgan, who appeared to be drunk, and asked him for identification.

Morgan, who seemed confused, produced a false ID and attempted to escape.

The officer arrested Morgan and he was taken to the police station where he was charged with grand theft.

Morgan is scheduled to appear in court on a later date.

New Banana Mill Is

According to new W. D. Whyte, owner of the new banana mill which is currently under construction, the mill will be completed by the end of the month.

Whyte said that the mill will be able to process 100,000 bananas per day and that it will be the largest banana mill in the state.

The mill will be located on the outskirts of town, near the river.

The construction of the mill has been underway for the past few months and Whyte said that the building will be completed in the next few weeks.

The mill will be owned and operated by Whyte and his family.

Whyte also said that he plans to hire additional workers to help with the operations of the mill.


STRIKE SITUATION REMAINS THE SAME

All Coast Shipping Tied Up

No Improving Freight On Local Route

The strike situation remains the same, with all coast shipping tied up.

Although there have been some attempts to negotiate a settlement, the strike has not shown any signs of breaking.

Shippers are still unable to get their goods to market and the situation is becoming more critical by the day.

Several attempts have been made to contact the strikers, but they have refused to discuss the matter.

The strike has caused a great deal of inconvenience to the public and many people are suffering.

However, the shippers are determined to hold their ground and will not back down.

The strike is expected to continue for at least another week.